Thornborough and Thornton W.I. Report October – November 2017
Not a single ghost or goblin to be seen at our Spirit night in October, but enough fruit from the local
hedgerows to shake a stick at. The task was to make fruity gin or vodka for Christmas and we were delighted
to welcome many villagers to take part in the proceedings. Ramming the frozen fruit into the neck of the
bottle is the hardest part of the operation and remembering to put in the sugar before the liquid - for obvious
sticky reasons. Not all of us remembered! A fun night was had, with ample hooch to warm our cockles during
the winter months.

Also in October, Nigel Roder, a professional juggler, threw around the village hall - balls, rings, clubs and plates
without a single casualty. Nothing is new, he told us, and indeed it seems that every single society ever
recorded has used some kind of juggling act for entertainment. Interestingly, both genders are equally
represented in juggling history, although Nigel did inform us (with some pride) that British males are best at
throwing balls – thirteen at a time being the record. One can only marvel. A definition of juggling is to use
more objects than hands and that we’re not to be fooled by the plate on a stick trick which is much easier than
it looks, there being a dip or ridge at the bottom of every plate. Please tell us of us any success or mishap
experienced - for those keen to try out this theory at home.

On a more serious note, Teresa Connolly told us of a Homeless Awareness event with which she and others in
our WI group were involved. It’s easy to imagine that we in the supposedly affluent south don’t have to worry
too much about people without homes – but the truth, the statistics are shocking. In Buckingham, Wolverton,
Milton Keynes, in places all around us, there are literally hundreds of families and individuals who – for a
combination of reasons outside their control finish up homeless. Many take to the streets, which beggars
belief in a 21st century, first world country. Of course our help is needed and we’re sure that in our community
we can rely on residents doing what they can to alleviate the suffering of those without shelter.
In December, we’d love to welcome all those who ventured out on spirit Night and indeed anyone who is
tempted by the thought of Scottish Dancing. The session will be led by Sarah Kelsall-Patel on Wednesday 6th
December at 7.30pm in the village hall. Please do come along.
Cath Sayer

